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ILean’s Patio
OKA XT; radiator access

“Holy Mod” for XT radiator access.
And how to BBQ an NP205.

With the power upgrade completed and a full load of industrial shopping
(tyres, wheels, Aluminium planks for new tray, a Quad and my favorite Rock)
plus the newly acquired old caravan overloaded with more industrial shopping.
The Kuranda range caused the old girl to get a little heated, flicked off the
A/C and she cooled down. Any way to cut a long story short we came back
down the Kuranda range a few hours later and flew home to Weipa. Some
dickhead put the wrong oil in the transfer case, which promptly ran out the
input shaft seal. I can still hear the back seat drivers “Good one dad”, doncha
love em.

So with OKA Allen’s help I organized a triple oversize radiator core.

Pacific Radiators were lined up down in Cairns for a quick one day rebuild
while Col, best mate ever, and I install the refurbished transfer case. Col
endured 5 weeks of OKA and Caravan on front lawn hence best Mate status.
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Ok so we needed the radiator out fast. Easy job until we came to the top
mounting nuts. We just managed to wiggle the Intercooler radiator and A/C
condenser around enough to undo the top right hand nut, the only one still
there. I strongly recommend checking these four nuts regularly! At Cols
suggestion we drilled two 90mm access holes in the side of the radiator air
ram tunnel.

Refitting the radiator was now a breeze. We taped the holes up to get home,
surprisingly this made little difference to the engine noise inside the cab. I
am thinking that this section should have sound insulation on it also.
Eventually I will make proper plates that bolt on using the nutserts.

It was just as well that we decided to replace the radiator as every hose had
perished. The only easy way to replace the hoses is to remove the radiator.

The next attempt at the Kuranda range was interesting.
On the first attempt the engine temp got up to about 105 deg and I was down
to second gear. After the radiator recore the temp stayed, with A/C on full
bore, on a pleasant 93 deg and the old girl easily held third gear.

On the first attempt we were past Mount Malloy when the transfer case rear
output bearing failed. This is about 120 ks further along so I don’t think that
the transfer case was causing a power loss problem until much closer to
Cairns on the limp home return run.

Just to note how tough these transfer cases are we drove all the way back
into Cairns on the front diff with no oil in the transfer case, yep dumb and
dumber. Ok so there were other circumstances of ignorance (excuses) like
the oil leaked into the coupling so was not outwardly visible. Checking oil level
is a basic thing to do when gears get noisy. We certainly had power loss



problems by the time we got back to Cairns, caused by the now very over hot
transfer case.

Rear output shaft bearing inner is very well blued. This sounded like a star
picket was jammed up under the tray scraping along on the road. It was a
very different sound than what the Park brake cowling rubbing on the drum
brake made on a previous occasion.

Thanks,
Tim Forsyth
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